Abstract: We develop networks of international stock market indices using information and correlation based measures. We use 83 stock market indices of a diversity of countries, as well as their single day lagged values, to probe the correlation and the flow of information from one stock index to another taking into account different operating hours. Additionally, we apply the formalism of partial correlations to build the dependency network of the data, and calculate the partial Transfer Entropy to quantify the indirect influence that indices have on one another. We find that Transfer Entropy is an effective way to quantify the flow of information between indices, and that a high degree of information flow between indices lagged by one day coincides to same day correlation between them.
Introduction
The world's financial markets form a complex, dynamic network in which individual markets interact with one another. This multitude of interactions can lead to highly significant and unexpected effects, and it is vital to understand precisely how various markets around the world influence one another. Understanding how international financial market crises propagate is of great importance for the development of effective policies aimed at managing their spread and impact.
There is an abundance of work dealing with networks in finance, most of them concentrating on the interbank market. Seminal early work in this field is due to Allen and Gale [1] and subsequent studies are too numerous to cite here (for a list of theoretical and empirical studies, see [2] and references therein). These studies usually consider networks of banks with link assignment determined by borrowing and lending. Networks are built according to different topologies-such as random, small world, or scale-free-and the propagation of defaults through the network is studied. An important empirical observation is that these networks exhibit a core-periphery structure, with a few banks occupying central, more connected positions, and others populating a less connected neighborhood. Moreover, small world or scale-free networks are, in general, more robust to cascades (the propagation of shocks) than random networks, but they are also more prone to the propagation of crises if the most central nodes, usually those with more connections, are not themselves backed by sufficient funds. Another important finding is that the network structures changed considerably after the crisis of 2008, with a reduction of the number of connected banks and a more robust topology against the propagation of shocks.
There are many works that deal with international financial markets and their relations to one another, and most of these are based on correlation (see [3, 4] and references therein). Since modern portfolios look for diversification of risk by incorporating stocks from foreign markets, it is important to understand when and how crises propagate across markets. Correlation is non causal and symmetric and is, therefore, not able to probe this question in detail.
In this work, we overcome part of this limitation by using two non-symmetric measures to study the dependency structure of global stock market indices, as defined in [5] . The first is Transfer Entropy [6] , an information based measure that quantifies the flow of information from a source to a destination-stock market indices in our case; Transfer Entropy can be thought of as a measure of the reduction in uncertainty about future states of the destination variable due to past states of the source variable. Transfer Entropy is also model-independent and is sensitive to non-linear underlying dynamics, unlike, for example, Granger causality [7] , to which Transfer Entropy is reduced for auto-regressive processes [8] . Transfer Entropy has been applied to the theory of cellular automata, to the study of the human brain, to the social media, to statistics, and to financial markets [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] and [2] .
We will also consider the total influence or dependency [5] , which incorporates the effect of intermediate variables that can influence the correlation or information flow between source and destination. Total influence was developed by Kenett et al in order to compute and investigate the mutual dependencies between network nodes from the matrices of node-node correlations. The basis of this method is the partial correlations between a given set of variables (or nodes) of the network [5, [21] [22] [23] . This new approach quantifies how a particular node in a network affects the links between other nodes, and is able to uncover important hidden information about the system. While this method has been mainly developed for the analysis of financial data, it was recently applied to the investigation of the immune system [24] and to semantic networks [25] . We incorporate the dependency network approach with Transfer Entropy to identify and represent causal relations among financial markets.
Our data consists of 83 stock market indices, and their values lagged by one day, belonging to 82 countries. We calculate the same-day and previous-day correlation and Transfer Entropy for the 83 indices, and construct the dependency networks with correlation and Transfer Entropy as network edges. We then show the representation of the correlation and effective Transfer Entropy dependency networks in terms of a distance measure between indices. Additionally, we discuss network centralities based on the resulting networks, and rank the most strongly influencing nodes of our network. Finally, we study the dynamics of the two networks portrayed in the previous sections, and compare the changes in average correlation and Transfer Entropy dependency to the average volatility during the same period.
Section 2 of this article discusses the choice of data and how it was treated; Section 3 shows both theory and results for correlation, Transfer Entropy, and effective Transfer Entropy. Section 4 discusses dependency networks and shows results for our set of data; Section 5 builds network representations based on influence networks built from correlation and effective Transfer Entropy; Section 6 discusses the centralities of the indices according to complex network theory. Section 7 brings a discussion of the methods applied to data based on the volatilities of the indices, and Section 8 presents our conclusions.
The Data
The data we use are based on the daily closing values of the benchmark indices of 83 stock markets around the world from January 2003 to December, 2014, collected from a Bloomberg terminal, spanning periods of both normal behavior and of crises in the international financial system. Two of the indices are of the US market (S&P 500 and Nasdaq), and each of the others is the benchmark index of the stock market of a different country. The names of the indices used and the countries they belong to may be found in Appendix A. The aim is to study a large variety of stock markets, both geographically and in terms of volume of negotiations.
Due to differences in national holidays and weekends, the working days of many of the indices vary. Removing all days in which any index wasn't calculated would greatly reduce the size of the data, therefore our approach, similar to what has been done in [3] , was to remove only the days in which less than 60% of the stock markets did not operate. For markets that did not operate in one of the filtered days, we repeated the previous day's value of its index. This approach deeply affected the indices of Israel, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, the United Arab Emirates, Oman, and Egypt, which have different weekends than most of the other indices. For these countries, many operating days were removed. We ended up with an average of 93±5% (average plus or minus standard deviation) of markets operating on the same day.
An important aspect of international financial markets is that each individual market does not operate during the same hours. In [4] , one of the present authors proposed a possible solution to this problem, which is to consider, in addition to the market indices, their one-day lagged counterparts. The lagged indices are treated as different variables and an enlarged correlation matrix is then built, containing both same-day and previous-day correlations. We calculate this enlarged matrix for the Transfer Entropy as well.
All calculations are made using the log-returns of prices, which suffer less with non-stationarity, and which are given by R t = ln(P t ) − ln(P t−1 )
where P t is the closing value of an index at day t and P t−1 is the closing value of the same index at day t − 1. We worked with the log-returns in order to avoid issues due to the nonstationarity of the time series of the closing values of the indices. All time series of log-returns are considered trend stationary by the Dickey-Fuller test [26] , by the Augmented Dickey-Fuller test, and by the Phillips-Perron test [27] . About 59% of the time series fail the KPSS test for stationarity [28] . Only three of the time series (those of Iceland, Zambia, and Costa Rica) fail the Variance ratio test for random walk [29] [30] [31] .
Correlation and Transfer Entropy
In this section, we calculate the correlation and Transfer Entropy matrices using the 83 indices previously described plus their lagged values.
Correlation
The Pearson correlation is given by
where x ik is element k of the time series of variable x i , x jk is element k of the time series of variable x j , andx i andx j are the averages of both time series, respectively. Pearson correlation is used to calculate the linear correlation between variables. While other correlation measures, such as Spearman rank correlation and Kendall tau rank correlation, capture nonlinear relations, we apply the usual Pearson correlation because the results for the financial data we are using are very similar to the Spearman rank correlation, suggesting a near linear correlation between the indices. This discussion is made in Appendix B, where the three correlation measures are compared when applied to our set of data.
Using both original and lagged indices, we build a enlarged correlation matrix, displayed in Figure 1 , with the original indices arranged from 1 to 83, and the lagged indices from 84 to 166. Enlarged correlation values are represented in lighter shades, and lower correlations are represented by darker shades. Correlation is symmetric, therefore, Sectors 3 and 4 are identical to Sectors 1 and 2. Figure 2 shows the magnified correlation submatrices of Sector 1 (left), the original indices with themselves, and Sector 2 (right), the lagged indices with the original ones. In Sector 1, where correlations go from −0.1143 to 1, besides the bright main diagonal, representing the correlation of an index with itself, which is always 1, there are other clear regions of strong correlation-the North American, South American, and Western European indices all cluster regionally. There is a region of weaker correlation, among Asian countries and those of Oceania, and darker areas correspond to countries of Central America and some islands of the Atlantic. In Western Europe, the index of Iceland has very low correlation with the others, and African indices, with the exception of the one from South Africa, also interact weakly in terms of correlation. Other, off diagonal bright areas correspond to strong correlations between indices of the Americas and those of Europe, and weaker correlations between Western indices and their same-day counterparts in the East.
In Sector 2 of the correlation matrix, we see the correlations between lagged and original indices, that go from −0.3227 to 0.5657. Here, one can see some correlation between American and European indices and next day indices from Asia and Oceania, as well as some correlation between American indices and the next day values of European indices. This suggests an influence of West to East in terms of the behavior of the indices, which we will explore in more detail in later sections. There is little correlation between the lagged value of an index and its value on the next day. 
Transfer Entropy
To further explore the question of which markets influence others we turn to information based measures, in particular Transfer Entropy, that was created by Thomas Schreiber [6] as a measurement of the amount of information that a source sends to a destination. Such a measure must be asymmetric, since the amount of information that is transferred from the source to the destination need not, in general, be the same as the amount of information transferred from the destination to the source. It must also be dynamic-as opposed to mutual information which encodes the information shared between the two states. Transfer Entropy is constructed from the Shannon entropy [32] , given by
where the sum is over all states for which p i = 0. The base 2 for the logarithm is chosen so that the measure of information is given in bits. This definition resembles the Gibbs entropy but is more general as it can be applied to any system that carries information. Shannon entropy represents the average uncertainty about measurements i of a variable X, and quantifies the average number of bits needed to encode the variable X. In our case, given the time series of an index of a stock market ranging over a certain interval of values, one may divide the possible values into N different bins and then calculate the probabilities of each state i.
For interacting variables, time series may influence one another at different times. We assume that the time series of X is a Markov process of degree k, that is, a state i n+1 of X depends on the k previous states of X:
where p(A|B) is the conditional probability of A given B, defined as
Modelling interaction between nodes, we also assume that state i n+1 of variable X depends on the previous states of variable Y , as represented schematically in Figure 3 . We may now define the Transfer Entropy from a time series Y to a times series X as the average information contained in the source Y about the next state of the destination X which was not already contained in the destination's past. We assume that element i n+1 of the time series of variable X is influenced by the k previous states of the same variable and by the previous states of variable Y :
Transfer Entropy from variable Y to variable X is defined as
where i n is element n of the time series of variable X and j n is element n of the time series of variable Y , p(A, B) is the joint probability of A and B, and
is the joint probability distribution of state i n+1 , of state i n and its k predecessors, and the predecessors of state j n , as in Figure 3 . This definition of Transfer Entropy assumes that events on a certain day may be influenced by events of k and previous days. We shall assume, with some backing from empirical data for financial markets, that only the previous day is important (ie, k = = 1). The Transfer Entropy Equation (6) then simplifies:
In order to calculate Transfer Entropy using Equation (8), we must first establish a series of bins in which data may be fitted. The number of bins alter the resulting TE, and in order to gauge the effects of binning choice, in Appendix C, we calculated TE for our set of data for binnings with three different widths: 0.02, 0.1, and 0.5. The results did not change substantially from one binning to the other, and since the heat maps from binning with width 0.02 were clearer, we adopted this binning in the remaining of our calculations.
Transfer Entropy, like other measures, is usually contaminated with noise due to finite data points, residual non-stationarity of data, etc. To reduce this contamination, we calculate the Transfer Entropy from randomized data, where time series are randomly reordered to destroy any correlation or causality relation between variables but to preserve their frequency distributions. The randomized data is then subtracted from the original Transfer Entropy matrix, producing the Effective Transfer Entropy (ETE), first defined in [9] , and used in the financial setting by [2] and [20] . In the present work, we calculated ten Transfer Entropy matrices based on randomized data and then removed their average from the original Transfer Entropy matrix, obtaining the effective Transfer Entropy matrix presented in Figure 4 . The heat map in Figure 4 are colored in such a way as to enhance visibility, so the largest brightness was set to 0.3 (so, every cell with ETE value above 0.3 is painted white) in order to make the figures more visible, although the range of values goes from -0.0203 to 1.8893.
The resulting ETE matrix is strikingly different from the correlation matrix. Here the ETEs from original to original indices, shows some weak flow from Asian Pacific and Oceanian indices to American and European indices, and from European indices to the American ones. Now, Sector 2, representing the ETEs from lagged to original indices, shows strong ETEs from the indices of one continent to the indices of the same continent on the next day, as can be seen by the brighter squares around the main diagonal of the quadrant. Off diagonal bright regions also show a flow of information from lagged American to European indices, from lagged European to Asian Pacific indices, and from lagged Asian Pacific to both American and European indices. Sector 3 mimics the ETEs of Sector 1, and Sector 4 features ETEs compatible with noise, which is to be expected since causality relations should not go backwards in time.
Sector 2 of the ETE matrix are the result of lagged Transfer Entropy by one day. In [33] , the authors used lagged Transfer Entropy in order to study neuronal interaction delays, and [34] implements the calculation of a diversity of information-based measures, including the possibility of using lagged variables in TE. , display a very similar structure, which suggests that the transfer of information from one index to another coincides to correlated behavior of the two indices on the following day. Figure 6 shows a plot of correlation values of the two submatrices. There is a clear nonlinear correlation between them: the Pearson (linear) correlation between them is 0.73, the Spearman rank correlation between them is 0.82, and the Kendall tau rank correlation between them is 0.66. 
Evolution in Time
Returning to the issue of stationarity, we now make an analysis of the Pearson correlation and of the Lagged Transfer Entropy considering each year of data separately. Figure 7 shows the correlation matrices for each year, from 2003 to 2014. Although the average correlation rises in years of crisis, like 2008 and 2011, one can see that there is a conservation of the structure of the correlations between indices. Figure 8 shows the logarithmic values of a frequency distribution for each of the correlation matrices. The structure does change for years of crisis, but remains relatively intact throughout the years. The same is shown for the Lagged Transfer Entropy (Sector 2, from lagged to original indices). Figure 9 shows the Lagged Transfer Entropy matrices for each year, from 2003 to 2014. Again, there is a conservation of the structure of the relations between indices. Figure 10 shows the logarithmic values of a frequency distribution for each of the Lagged Transfer Entropy matrices, showing that the structure does change for years of crisis, but remains relatively intact throughout the years. So, although there is change in the data in time, the change does not affect significantly the values obtained for correlation and Transfer Entropy, particularly in terms of the structures of networks based on them. In Section 7, further discussion is made on the correlation and Transfer Entropy dependencies. Since the main aim of this article is to study the networks of indices based on measures that use correlation and Lagged Transfer Entropy, this similarity of structures in time lead us to believe that there is no significant change in the network structure derived using the whole set of data and networks based on particular subsets of data. Some confirmation of this claim may be found in [35] .
Dependency Networks and Node Influence
To further investigate the possibility that information flow from the previous day can anticipate correlations, we will construct a dependency or influence network [5] -a recently introduced approach to compute and investigate the mutual dependencies between network nodes from the matrices of node-node correlations. The basis of this method is to investigate the partial correlations between a given set of nodes of the network. This section describes the concept of partial correlation, influence, and dependency networks using our set of data as an example.
To construct the dependency network, we begin by calculating the partial correlations for each node from the full correlation matrix. The first order partial correlation coefficient is a statistical measure indicating how a third variable affects the correlation between two other variables [5, 21] . The partial correlation between variable i and k with respect to a third variable j, P C(i, k|j), is:
where C(i, j), C(i, k) and C(j, k) are the correlations defined in Equation (2) . The relative effect of variable j on the correlation C(i, k) is given by:
This transformation avoids the trivial case where variable j appears to strongly affect the correlation C(i, k), mainly because C(i, j), C(i, k) and C(j, k) have small values. We note that this quantity can be viewed either as the correlation dependency of C(i, k) on variable j or as the correlation influence of variable j on the correlation C(i, k). Next, we define the total influence of variable j on variable i, or the dependency D(i, j) of variable i on variable j to be
The dependencies of all variables define a dependency matrix D whose i, j element is the dependency of variable i on variable j. It is important to note that while the correlation matrix C is a symmetric matrix, the dependency matrix D is not, since the influence of variable j on variable i is in general not equal to the influence of variable i on variable j.
We note that it is possible to extend the notion of partial correlations and to remove the effect of all other mediating variables. For example, the second-order partial correlation is,
where P C(i, k|j 1 ), P C(i, j 2 |j 1 ), and P C(k, j 2 |j 1 ) are first order partial correlations. The dependency or influence network that we describe in this work, however, is meant to reflect the influence of a particular node, j, on the interaction of node i with all other nodes. This is accomplished via removing the influence of j on the correlation between i and k, and then summing over all remaining k's. Heuristically, the dependency matrix can be thought of as a measure of how much of the correlation between i and the rest of the nodes "flows through" j-this is distinct from the higher order partial correlation, which simply describes the direct correlation between j and k having removed all mediators, and we therefore use the first-order partial correlation to construct the dependency matrix.
In Figure 11 , we plot the heat map of the dependency matrix of the full data, from 2003 to 2014, with lighter colors denoting higher values of dependency. The range of values for the dependendy matrix (based on the correlations between the original × original variables) is from 0 to 0.1454, and the range for the lagged dependency matrix (based on the correlations between the lagged × original variables) is from −0.0041 to 0.0891. Here we see a duplication of the structure of Figures 5 (right) and 2(left), the same-day correlation matrix and the lagged ETE matrix. We also find internal structures in each quadrant. For quadrant 1 (bottom left quadrant), of original to original dependency, one finds regions of high dependency, mainly based on geographical and/or time zone differences. There is a cluster of American indices (both South and North), connected with the North American one. The indices of Central America and the Caribbeans, which are placed after Africa, are very weakly connected among themselves and to any other index. One can also see a cluster of Western European indices, with the weaker participation of Eastern European ones. There is also a weakly interacting cluster of Arab countries, and a stronger connected network of Asian Pacific indices, together with two Oceanic indices. Dependencies exist between continents as well, as can be seen by the off-diagonal brighter colors. There is also some dependency between two indices from Africa, those of South Africa and Ghana, with other indices. Looking at quadrant 4, top left one, which contains the dependencies between lagged and original indices, one can also see some dependency relations, mainly from lagged American and European indices to the next day indices of Asia Pacific and Oceania. Also of note is that, although the dependency matrix is not in principle symmetric, it does present a significant degree of symmetry among indices.
We now propose another tool with which to investigate the relations between indices: the partial transfer entropy. Recall that the transfer entropy defined above is a measure of the reduced uncertainty in the future of the destination variable Y due to knowledge of past of the source variable X. This relation can be expressed concisely in terms of conditional Shannon entropies:
where Y (t − 1 : t − d) represents the length-d past of the destination Y , and X(t − 1 : t − d) the length-d past of the source X. We can construct a dependency matrix for the effective transfer entropy by applying the partial correlation procedure to the effective transfer entropy,
We do so for the ETE from lagged to original indices, where the resulting matrix is represented in Figure 12 (right), and compare the result with the same day correlation dependency matrix in Figure 12 (left). Again, we see a similar structure between the dependency matrix obtained from the correlations between original variables with themselves (Sector 1 of the enlarged correlation dependency matrix) and the dependency matrix obtained from the ETEs from lagged to original indices (Sector 2 of the enlarged ETE dependency matrix). The range of values for the dependency matrix (based on the ETEs from original to original variables) is from −0.0002 to 0.0032, and the range for the lagged dependency matrix (based on the ETEs from lagged to original variables) is from −0.0002 to 0.1417. In Appendix D, we compare the effectiveness of the partial lagged ETE dependency matrix and the higher order partial lagged ETE (where the effect all mediating variables are removed) in anticipating the largest indices with the highest correlation country by country. The ETE dependency network reproduces the overall clustering structure observed in the correlation, ETE, and correlation dependency matrices, but also reveals clusters of indices within these subgroups which seem to be the strongest influencers.
Representation of Correlation and Effective Transfer Entropy Dependency Networks
From the market indices we are considering, we produce two different types of networks, where the edges between nodes are either the correlation dependency between original indices or the ETE dependency from lagged indices to the original ones. These are weighted networks, since the edges between nodes are labeled by the strength of the relations between them. They are both directed networks, since the dependency matrices calculated with correlation or ETE are not symmetric.
To represent these networks, we use the technique of Classical Multidimensional Scaling [36] , which assigns coordinates to each node in an m dimensional abstract space where the distances between nodes are smaller when they are strongly connected and where their distance is larger when they are poorly connected. In order to do this, we first need an appropriate measure for distance. The most common such measure in applications to financial markets is given by Mantegna [37] :
where, in our case, c ij is either the correlation dependency or the ETE dependency from node i to node j. The Classical Multidimensional Scaling algorithm is based on minimizing the stress function
where δ ij is 1 for i = j and zero otherwise, n is the number of rows of the correlation matrix, and d ij is an m-dimensional Euclidean distance (which may be another type of distance for other types of multidimensional scaling). The outputs of this optimization problem are the coordinates x ia of each of the nodes, where i = 1, · · · , n is the number of nodes and a = 1, · · · , m is the number of dimensions in an m-dimensional space. The true distances are only perfectly representable in m = n dimensions, but it is possible for a network to be well represented in smaller dimensions. In our case we shall consider m = 2, for a 2-dimensional visualization of the network, being it a compromise between fidelity to the original distances and the ease of representing the networks in a two dimensional medium.
Here we face a common problem in representing the two networks: both measures are asymmetric, whereas a distance measure must be symmetric. So, we must adopt a procedure for symmetrizing both matrices. The first procedure we follow is to normalize the correlation dependency and the ETE dependency matrices by dividing all their elements by their respective largest values. We then calculate a "distance" matrix based on each measure, and then set to zero the elements of the main diagonal of the resulting matrix. We then symmetrize the resulting matrix by setting
, what means that we always consider the smallest between d ij and d ji to be the distance between i and j. The resulting distance matrix is then used, applying Equation (16) , in order to calculate a set of coordinates for each stock as a node in a space where distances are similar to the ones given by the symmetrized distance matrix. Since both dependency matrices are highly symmetric, this symmetrization procedure does not vary much if, as an examples, we use the largest "distance" instead of the smallest one, or the average of both.
The graphs resulting from this procedure are represented by Figure 13 , Figure 13 (top) representing the network based on correlation dependency and Figure 13 (bottom) representing the network based on ETE dependency. The connections (edges) between nodes have not been represented, for clarity of vision. This is the way that the algorithm deals with the reduction to a two dimensional, imperfect map.
Note in both graphs that the indices that are very weakly connected to others have been placed in a bundle at a corner of the pictures. Looking now at the nodes that are placed more sparsely, one can readily see that stock markets belonging to countries that are closer together geographically, or that operate in similar time zones, have their indices represented closer together [4, 38] .
Another way to filter the information in the dependency matrices is a Minimum Spanning Tree (MST), which is a network of nodes that are all connected by at least one edge so that the sum of the edges is minimum, and which present no loops. This kind of tree is particularly useful for representing complex networks, filtering the information about the correlations between all nodes and presenting it in a planar graph. Because of this simplicity, minimum spanning trees have been widely used to represent a large number of important financial structures, most important for this article, of world financial markets [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] . Figure 14 represents the minimum spanning trees for the correlation and ETE dependencies, respectively, which were built using the distance matrices obtained previously. When looking at MSTs, one must have in mind that, since all nodes are connect to at least another node, many nodes that have very low correlation dependency or ETE dependency (meaning large distances) appear connected almost at random. This can be filtered by establishing thresholds, as an example [45] , but we have not done so here.
For correlation dependency, the MST shows one cluster with mainly Central European indices, centered around France. The centrality of the French index is a result that is consistently obtained when building MSTs for international stock market indices (as in the bibliography provided). The indices of North and South America are here connected with the European indices and indirectly connected among themselves. There is a second cluster, mainly of Asia Pacific indices, and connected, and three Middle Eastern indices connected through Hong Kong. Eastern European indices appear, indirectly connected through Australia, and three Balkan indices also appear connected. For ETE dependency, the Central European and the American indices are separated into two distinct clusters, and a cluster consisting of most Asia Pacific indices. There are many other indices that have low dependency values and that seem to be almost randomly connected. Here as well France has a very central role. Again we note, through the MSTs, the clustering of indices according to geography or time zone. Distance Map for the ETE dependency matrix Figure 13 . Distance maps of the correlation and ETE dependency matrices. 
Centrality
In financial networks, it is essential to understand which nodes are more influential or central. For weighted networks such as the ones we are considering here, Node Strength [46] is a good measure of node centrality. Node Strength is defined as the sum of all edges a node has, weighted by the values associated with each edge. Since our networks are also directed, we must calculate Node Strength for incoming and outgoing edges: In Node Strength (N S in ), which is the sum of the weights of all edges that go from all nodes to a particular node, and Out Node Strength (N S out ), which is the sum of the weights of a node to all other nodes,
So, if an index has high In Node Strength, it is more influenced (in terms of correlation dependency) and receives more information (in terms of ETE dependency) than otherwise. Similarly, if an index has high Out Node Strength, it influences more other indices, or sends more information to them, than otherwise.
Applying both centrality measures to the two networks we are studying, we obtain a rank of nodes that are more central according to each measure, represented in Figure 15 . European indices are the most central, followed by some American and Asian Pacific indices. For correlation dependency, the In and Out Node Strengths are dissimilar, with the Out NS being more uniform. For the ETE dependency, both In and Out Node Strengths are very similar. The In Node Strength is a measure of the system-wide influence that a particular node has, while the Out Node Strength is a measure of how strongly influenced a node is by the system as a whole. Tables 1 and 2 show, respectfully, the top ten most central indices according to In and Out Node Strengths, for correlation and ETE dependencies. The rule of the European indices is again apparent for ETE dependency. For both dependencies, and for In and Out Node Strengths, there is a prevalence of European indices. For correlation dependency, Austria is a receiver but not a major sender of dependency, and Germany is primarily a sender of dependency; the UK and France are both receivers and senders of dependency. The US indices appear much later in the scale of In and Out Node Strengths, with the S&P 500 in position 45, and the Nasdaq in position 47 in terms of In Node Strength for correlation dependency and with the S&P 500 in position 26, and the Nasdaq in position 33 in terms of Out Node Strength for correlation dependency, showing those indices are more influential, rather than influenced by other indices.
For ETE dependency, we have France, the Netherlands, Germany and Italy as both the major receivers and senders of information, what places them in an important place in the key stock markets in the world. The US indices again appear much later in the scale of In and Out Node Strengths, with the S&P 500 in position 22, and the Nasdaq in position 24 in terms of In Node Strength for ETE dependency and with the S&P 500 in position 21, and the Nasdaq in position 26 in terms of Out Node Strength for ETE dependency, showing those indices are more influential than influenced by other indices. We also note that the strongest sources of information are also the strongest receivers-something that is not true in the case of correlation dependency.
Why the US indices seem to play such a minor role in our results is something to be discussed. First of all, the European indices are many in comparison to the American indices, and they form a tight cluster, what favours all centrality measures, even the weighted ones. Second, if one would plot a distance map of stocks belonging to the Central European stock markets (something that has been done by one of the authors in a separate, yet unpublished work), one would see that European stocks form a cluster where there is no separation according to country, and that American stocks separate mainly according to country. So, the indices of Central European countries are the results of separating stocks that are clustered together, and they are merely aspects of the same stock market. Figure 15 shows, though, that the influence of the American indices in terms of correlation (Ou NS) is more similar in strength to the influence of Central European indices. Tables 1 and 2 mean, we must remember what dependency means for both correlation and ETE. In the first case, dependency means how one index affects the correlation of another index with all the others, or how "alike" its time series is in comparison with others. The UK and Germany then appear as major influencers in the closed knitted network of Central European indices, while Austria and France appear as the ones who are most led to be "like" other indices. In all previous computations of simple correlations between stock market indices, France always appears as the most correlated stock market while Austria is not so well correlated. Since the Central European indices are actually part of a single cluster of stocks, we might be seeing results distorted by this fact. Looking at Figure 15 , the Out Node Strengths of most Central European indices are similar, and so any classification of indices is disputable. Now, the dependency for ETE means the amount that an index influences the way the knowledge of the time series of other indices may help to lessen uncertainties in the time series of all the others. This seems to be very symmetric, and the effect of Central Europe being a cluster of stocks may also influence results. A deeper study of the European stock markets and of how an integrated market works would be a good topic for future research.
Dynamics
Our data span 11 years of the evolution of most of the world's stock market indices, through times of both low and high volatilities. By plotting heat maps of correlation, effective Transfer Entropy, correlation dependency, and ETE dependency, not shown here, we observe how these measures change in time, particularly in times of high volatility.
In order to study the dynamics of the correlation and ETE dependency networks, we split the original data into semesters, comprising roughly 125 days of operation each, and calculated their correlation and ETE dependency matrices. We use binning of width 0.5 here, and not 0.02 like in previous calculations, because there are fewer data now, and a binning too thin would lead to many zero joint probabilities. Then, we calculated the mean of each matrix and compared it to the average volatility of the stock markets in each semester calculated as the mean of the absolute values of all indices in that semester. For some semesters, we had some problems in calculating the correlations involving the indices from Bangladesh, Gahna, and Kenya, due to low liquidity of those indices. Those problems were solved by fixing the correlation matrix of these indices to others as zero, whenever that correlation was impossible to calculate. This problem did not happen to ETE. Figures 16 and 17 show the results, where the bars were normalized so that the sum of the columns for each measure were set to 1. We can see that the average correlation dependency follows approximately the average volatility of the world market, with an increased value after the crisis of 2008 even though volatility fell after that crisis. Now, the average ETE dependency remained smaller than the average volatility before the crisis of 2008, and it remained high after the crisis, and in particular during the crisis of 2011. We may also notice that the Out Node Strengths are consistently larger than the In Node Strengths for all measures, so there is more influence or information being sent than received by the indices. Out NS for ETE dependency Figure 18 . Evolution of in and out node strengths for correlation and ETE dependencies.
Dependencies for Volatility
One of the known facts in financial data is the volatility clustering [47] , what means that, although financial data time series usually show low autocorrelation of log returns, the time series of absolute values or of standard deviations (both known as volatility) present a larger autocorrelation. This means that, although the time series of log returns does not present a long memory, the time series of volatility does present a longer memory, which in terms of daily log returns may span some days. So, it is expected that lagged correlation and lagged ETE and their dependency versions will magnify effects seen for their counterparts based on log returns. Figure 19 presents the heat maps of the correlation and lagged correlation matrices for the absolute values of the log returns, and Figure 20 shows the heat maps for the ETE and LETE matrices of the absolute values of the log returns. The values for correlation go from −0.1143 to 1, and for lagged correlation from −0.3227 to 0.5657. Both heat maps are represented so that the lowest value is in black and the largest value is in white. For ETE, the values go from −0.0114 to 0.1899, and for LETE values from −0.0105 to 1.4328. For the LETE heat map, the maximum was set to 0.6 (so values above this are shown as white) in order to enhance visibility. Table 3 shows the minimum and maximum values of correlations and ETEs for log-returns and volatility, and also for correlation and ETE dependencies. Comparing the correlation matrices obtained for volatility (Figure 19 ) with the ones obtained for log-returns (Figure 2 ), one can see that volatilities are less prone to anticorrelation than log-returns, what can be seen from the less negative minimum values for volatilities for both original × original and lagged × original correlations. For ETE, there is not much difference between results obtained from log-returns or volatility, except for the maximum values of LETE, which is lower for volatilities. Figure 21 shows the heat maps of the dependency matrices based on correlation and on LETE, respectively. For correlation dependency, the values go from 0 to 0.2774, and for LETE dependency, the values go from 0 to 0.0225. According to Table 2 , the ETE maximum dependency for volatilities is slightly higher than for log-returns, but the ETE maximum dependency for log-returns is much higher than for the maximum dependency for volatilities. So, although we expected correlation and ETE and their dependencies were higher for volatilities, results showed that there is no substantial change in results if we use volatilities instead of log-returns. The fact that TE and ETE filter out the past influence of a variable on itself may lessen the strong effect of autocorrelation typical of volatilities.
Oil Producing Nations
We have argued that the dependency matrix approach, together with the transfer entropy, provides a useful tool for the analysis of financial networks, and which may help to uncover information that remains hidden to strictly correlation based methods. As a final example, we apply our partial lagged transfer entropy analysis to the oil producing countries appearing in our list of indices, to determine whether our information based measure is able to uncover connections in this important subsector of the world economy. Table 4 presents a list of 10 of the worlds top oil producers-together accounting for over 65% of world oil production-and their five most significant "influencers". The top row for each country contains the ranked list of the countries which most strongly correlate with the volatility of the oil producer, and the bottom row contains the strongest influencer ranked by lagged partial ETE. Remarkably, we find that the lagged partial ETE list's contain more of the top oil producers among the top influencers than the simple correlations. This suggests that the lagged partial ETE is revealing a flow of information that is not reflected in the correlations between these indices. We should note that the better developed economies on our list-the US, Canada, China, Russia, Brazil, and Norway-do not display this pattern, perhaps due to having other important economic sectors whose information flows wash out the signal from other oil producers, or due to the fact that the signal is already strong enough to appear in the volatility correlation. Nevertheless, we feel that this pattern warrants further investigation. 
Conclusions
We've used the information-based measures of effective Transfer Entropy and partial effective Transfer Entropy to uncover the flow of information between 83 international market indices and their one-day lagged values. The structure of one-day lagged information flow between market indices is seen to be very similar to same-day index correlation, which suggests that information flow between markets, as modelled by effective Transfer Entropy, is an effective way of quantifying the interaction of stock market indices. Additionally, we apply the recently introduced dependency network method, based on partial correlation between variables, to develop a more fine grained view of which indices are the strongest influencers of market interaction. The methods developed and applied in this work serve as a proof-of-concept which we intend to apply, in future work, to study the precise relationship between strongly influencing nodes and the subgroup of indices to which they belong, as well as to the question of how these "information center" nodes affect network topology and the propagation of unexpected events. 
B. Comparison between Different Correlation Measures
One issue that arises from our analysis of correlation between indices is if the Pearson correlation is the appropriate measure, since it only measures linear correlations. The Spearman rank correlation and the Kendall tau rank correlation are two measures capable of detecting nonlinear correlations between variables. So, in this Appendix, we show the correlation matrices containing the correlations between all indices by using three correlation measures: the Pearson correlation, the Spearman rank correlation, and the Kendall tau rank correlation. The resulting correlation matrices are represented in Figure 22 in terms of heat maps. One may notice that there are no significant differences between them, what suggests that most correlations are captured by the Pearson linear correlation. Figure 23 shows the histograms of the elements of the three correlation matrices, showing that there is not much difference in structure between the three. So, we have ground for using the Pearson correlation in our calculations, which is much faster to calculate and captures the same correlation structure as other correlation measures, more useful for nonlinear correlations. Figure 24 . Histograms of the elements of the correlation matrix obtained as the average of ten Pearson correlation matrices of simulations with randomized data, where the diagonal terms (always equal to 1) have been removed.
C. Comparison between Different Binnings for Transfer Entropy
The calculation of Transfer Entropy involves the discretization of the variables into bins. This binning may be varied so as to lead to a large number of bins with low values of probability for each one or larger bins with larger probabilities. Since our calculations involve the joint probabilities of three different variables, using too many bins may render each probability too close to zero, but using few bins may lead to some loss in the precision with which we compare different variables. In order to probe the differences in Transfer Entropy obtained using different binnings, in this Appendix we compare the Transfer Entropy matrices obtained with three different binnings. Our set of data contains log returns that run from −1.0622 to 1.0697, so that using bins with width equal to 0.02, we have at most 108 different bins; for bins with width equal to 0.1, we have 23 different bins; and for bins of width 0.5, we have 5 bins. Figure 25 shows the Enlarged TE matrices obtained using these three sizes of binning, 0.02, 0.1, and 0.5, respectively. The largest brightness for all three heat maps was set to 0.3 (so, every cell with TE value above 0.3 is painted white) in order to make the figures more visible.
The enlarged TE matrix for binning 0.02 has elements ranging from 0 to 2.0265; the enlarged TE matrix for binning 0.1 has elements ranging from 0 to 1.2054; and the enlarged TE matrix for binning 0.5 has elements ranging from 0 to 0.9999. This is expected, since a smaller bin size generates a larger number of bins and thus of probabilities that are computed by TE. Although the range of values for each enlarged TE matrix is different, the heat maps show a very similar structure for each of them, what can be reinforced by comparing the histograms of the TE matrices' elements shown in Figure 26 . Enlarged TE matrix with bin size equal to 0.5 Figure 25 . Enlarged TE matrices using three different binning sizes: 0.02, 0.1, and 0.5, respectively. 
D. Partial Lagged ETE and Generalized Partial Lagged ETE
We now compare the effectiveness of the generalized, higher order, partial lagged ETE (ie, with the effects of all mediating variables removed) to the partial lagged ETE dependency matrix which we have introduced, in anticipating the same day correlations of the returns and volatilities of the indices in our data set. Figure 27 displays the generalized partial lagged ETE matrix for both the log-returns (left) and the volatilities (right), that is, each entry is the direct lagged-to-original ETE between the y-index and the x-index with the effects of all others removed. For example, the 11th entry in the 1st column of the volatility heat map corresponds to the flow of Shannon information from the previous day UK FTSE 100 index to the next day US S&P 500 index. As is readily seen, this matrix lacks much of the robust structure observed in the correlation matrices and in the dependency matrices. However, there is still a clear similarity in overall clustering and index importance. Additionally, we ranked the top 10 entries in each column for the correlation, generalized partial correlation, and lagged ETE dependency matrices, and compared the lists to determine which of the two latter measures best approximated the "top 10" in the correlation list. We found that in the large majority of cases the dependency matrix approach more closely reflected the correlations. 
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